Wipro Way2Go Digital travel and
expense
Corporate
travel simplified

Digitization of back office services is
now an operational priority for every
enterprise. Employees demand a
consumer-like experience from their
enterprise services – intuitive interfaces,
real-time fulfillment, contextual insight
and an overall delightful experience.
Travel and Expense (T&E) Management,
the second largest operational expense
for most enterprises, therefore calls for
immediate digitization.

Wipro Way2Go for the business
traveler
Wipro Way2Go leverages new age
technology and simplifies the corporate
travel experience with an easy-to-use,
self-service booking tool that
helps optimize cost and improve
process efficiency.
Wipro Way2Go – a one-stop travel and
expense offering includes:
Enterprise online
booking tool
• Enterprise travel
authorization
• Flights and hotels
Expense management
• Click and upload receipt
• Automated expense
report generation
Travel fulfillment
• End-to-end travel
management platform
• Way2Go’s technology is
independent of any
travel agency or GDS.
Analytics and reporting
• Real-time online visibility
into travel spend – BU, geo,
band, vendor, quarter wise
analysis
• Budget control and alerts
independent of any travel
agency or GDS.
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The Wipro Way2Go platform is hosted on
Microsoft Azure, and has a multi-channel
access through web and mobile. The
platform enables online integration into
enterprise systems with quick and
straightforward travel authorization for
the employee. The API integrations with
multiple fulfillment, technology and
content partners enable the platform to
offer a rich experience through the
self-booking tool, with competitive and
comprehensive travel deals globally.

Wipro Way2Go for the enterprise
Wipro Way2Go offers an event-driven
architecture that connects to the
enterprise, and enterprise ecosystem
through API calls for faster responses,
higher scalability and better security. At
the core of the platform is a configurable
rules engine for complex business rules
as well as global travel policies. This
enables enterprises to seamlessly
configure and enforce their travel and
compliance policies.

The platform also offers deep insights
into T&E spends through its rich analytics
dashboard, which helps enterprises
obtain spend visibility and identify
opportunities for cost reduction. It
provides insights into travel spend across
several parameters, airline and
hospitality heat maps, budget versus
spend analysis, spend trend and policy
deviation, etc.
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Key benefits
The key benefits of the Wipro Way2Go
platform include:
Intuitive user experience
The platform offers seamless experience
to users for booking flights,
accommodation and ground
transportation. Apart from easy travel
request fulfillment and paperless
expense settlement, it allows users to
set travel and hospitality preferences
and receive notifications.
$

Cost optimization

Hosted on the cloud, Wipro Way2Go
does not require any investment for
physical infrastructure and
maintenance, thereby reducing the
overall cost. The platform
also simplifies the travel and expense
management process and reduces the
overall processing cycle time.
The powerful analytics module reveals
interesting insights for direct cost
savings – such as departure to
issue price change and preferred
vendors’ analysis.
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Policy compliance
The platform offers highly flexible rules
engine to integrate enterprise specific
T&E policies. It also enables the
identification of non-complying
travelers and outliers.
Valuable insights
Wipro Way2Go’s advanced analytics
provides enhanced visibility into overall
travel and accommodation costs and
trends. Data can be drilled down to the
finest level for smart decision-making
and effective spend planning. It also
leverages prescriptive analytics to
identify the likelihood of future
outcomes based on historical data.
Independence and control
Way2Go travel solution works with any
travel management company, GDS or
any aggregator. Robust business rules
ensure consistent travel policy
enforcement – putting organizations in
complete control of their corporate
travel booking process.

Four Way2Go Models : Select the model that is right for you
Way2Go Enterprise
The Way2Go Enterprise offering is for
large size corporations, which is a fully
loaded Way2Go model that includes an
end-to-end solution for corporate travel.
It is backed by advanced feature options
like the online-booking portal with
complex rule engine, pre-trip/auto
approval, fulfilment platform for travel
management company, expense
integration and data analytics module.
Way2Go Lite
The Way2Go Lite offering is for small
businesses and is applicable to
companies with less number of travelers
who have limited corporate travel
customization needs. This model
incorporates essential features including
online booking portal, pre-trip/auto
approval and fulfilment platform for
travel management company.
Way2Go Expense
Way2Go Expense is for integrating
company’s expense data, to effectively

manage and control spending no matter
where it happens. With Way2Go, the
companies can easily connect the
different pieces, and partners of its
expense ecosystem-integrating travel
spend, accounting & corporate card data
into a system that manages the entire
expense process from request to
reconciliation. Company can get complete
visibility into their total spend & the
transparency to see every detail of each
transaction.
Way2Go Transformation
The Way2Go Transformation model is for
large size corporations, where the aim is to
use technology & knowledge to transform
the organization’s entire corporate travel
ecosystem into latest technology digital
ecosystem. This transformation includes
travel management tools and fulfilment,
expense management tools and fulfilment,
contract negotiation, policy
standardization, consulting, analytics,
enhanced customer experience.
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Why Wipro?
Wipro is a globally recognized IT company
handling its own massive travel and
expense management requirements.
Wipro’s expertise and experience has
enabled us to offer digital T&E including:
• Corporate travel experience: Over
170,000 employees, 250,000 annual
trips, 750,000 annual room nights

End-to-end Travel
and expense
management
service for
corporate travel

24*7
proactive
customer
support

and 1,500,000 claims
• Travel domain expertise: WTSL is a
Wipro owned TMC with more than 12
years of IATA certification, handling
travel operations in over 150 countries
• Technology expertise: Mobile,
analytics, cloud, systems integration

Comprehensive
partner
ecosystem

Expertise in
enterprise
integration of
travel with HR,
finance systems
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT,
BSE: 507685, NSE: WIPRO) is
a leading global information
technology, consulting and
business process services
company. We harness the
power of cognitive
computing,
hyper-automation, robotics,
cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our
clients adapt to the digital
world and make them
successful. A company
recognized globally for its
comprehensive portfolio of
services, strong commitment
to sustainability and good
corporate citizenship, we
have over 175,000 dedicated
employees serving clients
across six continents.
Together, we discover ideas
and connect the dots to build
a better and a bold new
future.
For more information, please
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